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The history of the Indigenous people of Bangladesh is lull of deception by the majority and that 
finally made them homeless as the settlers forcibly occupied their home and hearth. 

The people of these communities were not considered as civilized and as such many of the 
Bangladeshis still now grade them poorly and treat them as subhuman elements of the country. 
Consequently the Indigenous communities have also formed a hostile attitude towards the 
usurpers. The ultimate consequences resulted in the events in and around Chittagong Hill Tracts 
(CHT) are becoming complicated gradually. 

However, the Chittagong Hill Tracts accord brought back some rays of hopes and aspirations in 
the minds of the CHT people to have a undisturbed life. The Chittagong Hill Tracts accord was the 
result of their sacrifice and struggle for more than two decades. But the ruling class did not 
implement the terms of the accord. As a result the most expected congenial situations are absent. 

Moreover, after signing the accord a new group(UPDF) has been formed and they are now known 
as 'Anti-treaty group ' . Groups in favour and against the accord are now heavily engaged in 
killing and hijacking supporters of both the groups. The key holders of implementing the terms of 
the CHT accord are gaining out of these restlessness and anomalies. 

These anomalies have stopped the process of withdrawal of armed forces rather further 
deployment of forces took place. Furthermore settlers are alleged to be taken in CHT areas with 
the collaboration of the Local M.P, Military and Civil administration. The new settlers arc being 
settled on the lands belonging to the Jumma people (Indigenous people of CHT) with the clear 
intention of accommodat ing further number of settlers. It was further announced that tea 
cultivation shall be extended in CHT areas. By now the numbers of Indigenous people in CHT has 
already become marginal. It is now a clear case of crisis for existence of the CHT people. 

The following table show up the comparative picture of the Indigenous populations in CHT: 

Year Benglee (Settler) J u m m a (Indigenous) 
1947 2.5 97.5 
1951 8.1 91.9 
1961 17.7 82.3 
1974 27 77 
1981 31.62 68.38 
1991 48.5 51.5 

Last Census held in 2 0 0 1 , report not published. 

Not only in CHT, the Indigenous people of greater Mymensingh district who are very near to the 
Capital are having similar problems. Once Hajong and Garo Indigenous communities were in a 
good number in this locality. The numbers of Hajongs were so huge in the near past that the 
leftist leader Moni Sing organized a movement with these Hajong that created history. Where are 
those Indigenous Hajongs gone? They stopped movement for their existence and subsequently 
migrated for safety and shelter crossing the border. Whatever little numbers of Hajongs are still 
existing are observed to be fighting for their existence. 


